Smooth pursuit rather than visual signals mediate short-term adaptation of the cervico-ocular reflex in humans.
Cervical stimulation in the horizontal plane induces small and variable eye movements in normal human adults [cervico-ocular reflex (COR)]. In patients with bilateral vestibular loss, the slow COR component increases in amplitude and is thought to contribute to gaze stabilization during head movements, as it is directed opposite to head-on-trunk excursions. The procedures underlying COR slow phase gain enhancement in the compensatory direction remain unclear. We studied the horizontal COR during passive trunk oscillations of +/-16 degrees under the stationary head at 0.1 Hz in ten normal subjects, aged 24-30 years, before and immediately after the application of an adaptation procedure engaging various combinations of sinusoidal neck-proprioceptive, pursuit and retinal slip signals. The duration of this adaptation period was 40 min. A significant gain increase and phase modulation in the compensatory direction were observed in four out of eight subjects after exposing them to neck-proprioceptive stimulation, while pursuing a spot moving in-phase with their trunk. In contrast, staring at the rotating optokinetic pattern or fixating at a stationary spot, while being subjected to combined cervical and optokinetic stimulation, failed to result in any significant modification of the subjects' COR gain and phase. Conceivably, the contribution of the pursuit system was greatly reduced in the paradigm using optokinetic stimulation, while full engagement of retinal slip signals, in the absence of any pursuit contribution, was obtained in the latter adaptation paradigm. These results indicate that motor responses of target tracking rather than simply sensory signals of retinal slip may represent the 'error signal' modifying the COR in humans.